


An isolated astronomical observatory in the heart 
of a Scandinavian forest is about to close. The last 
occupants who led a simple life punctuated by the 
stars have to pack their bags. It was then that one of 
them discovered near the base a rope which sinks 
into the woods. A rope that seems to have no end.

Abandoning all responsibility, a group of curious 
people forms itself and decides to follow it, leaving 
behind families and colleagues. Exciting at first, 
this adventure quickly turns into a nightmare 
when the desires, secret desires and interests of 
each face each other. How far will this absurd and 
grandiose quest go and what will it lead them to?

SYNOPSIS

COMING NEXT FROM FRANCE



Wild Bunch TV is the TV series distribution department of Wild Bunch, a pan-European 
company based in Paris with offices in Italy, Spain, and Germany.

When we first saw The Rope, we thought it resonated perfectly with our DNA.
Dominique Rocher had just released his first feature film, The Night Eats the World,  
which was noticed at international film festivals for his direction and his ability to use 
highly codified genres to infuse them with his sensitivity and his reflections on the human 
condition. The Rope was an extension of this work while embracing the demands of the 
serial industry: a genre (fantastic), a high-concept promise (an endless rope), a polished 
direction, a renowned international cast (whose diversity was organically justified by the 
story) and a universal and subtle exploration of human traumas, this time in a serial, and 
therefore choral, mode. 

By committing to this project, we were able to support an emerging author and a new 
generation of French producers, on a project with an international focus: strong concept, 
international cast, good production value, story adaptable for remakes, universality of 
themes, compatible with linear and non-linear television audiences.

In addition to this, we felt The Rope could interest both broadcasters looking for high 
concept series with a big cast, as well as those looking for a more arthouse content. 

So, we have been strategizing territory by territory to find the best fit. 
We are now entering the second phase of exploiting the remake rights. 
The strategy on this series was to start from Europe and expand to other continents like 
the US and Australia, with the US being the last territory to be intentionally locked in. 

We expect The Rope to have a long life, thanks to its genre, high concept and 
internationally renowned cast. 

Distributing 
The Rope



A prestigious 

international cast

Suzanne Clément
plays Agnès
Laurence Anyways, 
Mommy

Jakob Cedergren
plays Ulrik Holland
Sandhamn Murders, 
The Guilty, The Killing

Richard Sammel
plays Bernhardt

Inglourious Basterds, 
Un village français



Tom Mercier
plays Joseph
We Are Who We Are, 
Synonymes

Jeanne Balibar
plays Sophie Rauk

Barbara, Irma Vep, 
Diane de Poitiers

Jean-Marc Barr
plays Serge Morel
The Deep Blue

Chrplaysta Théret
plays Leïla

LOL, 
Noces d’Or, 
Marguerite



Director’s note

At first, there was Stefan aus dem Siepen’s German tale, the story of farmers in the 
19th century who discover an endless Rope at the edge of the forest that surrounds 
their village. The questions posed by this group of people seemed very modern to 

me in light of the existential crisis currently facing humanity. For the first time, we are seeing 
the limits of our expansion as a species and the ground collapsing beneath our feet. We are 
responsible by our actions, but also by our inaction.

The simplicity of the process imagined by the German author makes us confront this idea. Is 
humanity able to turn its rampant consumerism around? Are we able to resist the constant 
call of progress? Our species has built itself by trying to decipher the world around it, by 
pushing back the limits of our knowledge. Can we question this original need to reveal the 
truth?

At first, Our characters are constantly confronted with choices; their choices will always lead 
them slightly further towards their ruin.

“The Rope” follows two parallel stories. Two love stories. Joseph and Leila are at the end 
of their relationship when the Rope appears. Following it at first seems like a solution but 
eventually it turns against them and lights the spark that sends them into their worst extremes. 
On the other end of the Rope, at the observatory, Agnes and Ulrik live an impossible love 
story. Like in Michelangelo Antonioni’s “L’Avventura”, they can’t be together as long as 
Bernhardt is missing. The lovers are blocked by guilt. By refusing to submit themselves to 
the inevitable, they will overcome the impossible and find a way to meet each other again.

These two stories often speak to each other during the film. The writing offers a glimpse and 
the ultimate goal is to find ways in the directing and editing to allow these scenes to feed 
off each other. 

Remember to look up at the stars and not down 
at your feet. Try to make sense of what you see 
and wonder about what makes the universe exist. 

Be curious.
  

- Stephen Hawking

Mankind is in danger of destroying 
ourselves by our greed and stupidity.
 

- Stephen Hawking

“

“
”
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This idea is shown at the end of episode 1, for example: at the observatory, Agnes and 
Ulrik have no idea what is happening in the forest; we discover that they are lovers, 
they start to make love. At the same time, Bernhardt, Agnes’ husband, has left the 

Rope and has paid the price by falling to his death at the bottom of a ravine. Like in the 
introduction to Lars von Trier’s “Antichrist”, the sex and infidelity scene is shown in parallel 
with the husband’s tragic death. 

An important problem during the writing was temporality. The story taking place in the forest 
extends over several weeks, while the story in the observatory lasts for several months. I 
thought it was interesting to play with the audience’s mind on this point. Eric Forestier, my 
co-writer, and I, wanted to deliberately create zones of mystery around the passing of time. 
For example, the scene of the underwater passage only lasts a few minutes for the hikers 
while, in parallel, the events at the observatory are spread over several days.

Each story moves at its own rhythm, what matters most is the link that forms between them. 
We tell the stories so that they talk to each other, by putting chronology aside to focus on 
how they resonate. 

Time is flexible in “The Rope” but space is also. The walk along the Rope represents a 
serious challenge for the directing. The face of the forest is constantly changing. Welcoming 
at first, it will often prove to be dangerous. The ravine in episode 1 is an innocuous obstacle 
the first time through but is fatal when Bernhardt tries to leave the path of the Rope and 
cross it.

The hot springs, the passage underwater, the field of dead bodies, the mountain with the 
ravine and Bernhardt’s fall, and finally the desert, are challenges in terms of finding locations. 
Space expands as the characters advance along the Rope. As if each step gets them a little 
bit more lost. Distances grow to such an extent that in episode 3, returning home seems 
impossible. The few overall visions will isolate the characters more each time until the last 
scene between Joseph and Leila, alone in a vast desert. This scene refers to Gus Van Sant’s 
“Gerry” as well as a work by Bill Viola, “The Encounter”.

These settings in the story of the hikers will be in direct opposition to the world of the 
observatory, a fixed and isolated setting. The colors are different as is the sound. Science 
and technology will stand in opposition to the mystical quest, but sometimes will meet 
through Agnes’ trajectory.

When I made my first feature film, “The Night Eats the World”, it was interesting for 
me to make the film in two languages. So, there is a version shot in French and 
another shot in English. This idea asks the question of language in fiction: is French 

a barrier to imagination?
 
I like international casts because they represent the future of European fiction in my opinion. 
The story of “The Rope”, via a group of scientists from throughout Europe, incarnates this 
vision too. It is very important for me to respect their origins and, to the extent possible, use 
actors having the same nationality as the characters. 

Like my first film, my directing approach will lean towards minimalism. The camera will only 
move if necessary. Same goes for editing. All artistic decisions will pass through the filter 
of the story’s theme mentioned earlier. How can we tell the tragedy of the situation taking 



Like Agnes, the blind character, who will be the only one to defeat the Rope, her representation 
has to be unique. I imagine a few very specific scenes filmed like “Son of Saul” by László 
Nemes to plunge us into her vision of the world where sound plays a great role. When she 
observes Bernhardt on the phone in their first scene or when it becomes silent around her 
when it starts snowing in episode 3.

The directing will often take the point of view of one of the characters to share their feeling 
with us: Bernhardt’s last moments at the bottom of the ravine, Leila leaving alone along 
the Rope, Johannes remaining stuck underwater, Joseph in the middle of the desert. All 
of these scenes and many others will be opportunities to create a special bond with these 
characters. The camera needs to show their specificities. 

Finally, one of the features of “The Rope” is how it treats violence. The idea is to create 
a progression, something slow but inevitable. The branch smacking Bernhardt’s face 
leads to Ulrik’s brutally broken ankle which leads to Bernhardt falling in the ravine… 

And so on until Rauk’s death and then Leila’s. Climax of violence and atrocity. This final 
scene has to be merited. Not only by the emotional trajectory of the characters and their 
separation that we’ve been building to from the first scene, but also by the apprehension of 
violence that is built little by little in the audience’s imagination, who understands more with 
each scene that this story is going to finish very badly.

Despite this violent ending, I am of those who think that humanity has the weapons necessary 
to evolve in the right direction and it was essential for me to conclude with this idea. So, I 
would like to leave the setting and return to reality, to Oslo, to show a positive resolution. 

In this story that we have developed, the Rope is the only fantastic element of the story via 
its limitlessness. Everything else is treated realistically. This fiction belongs to the Fantastic 
Realism movement as started by Bergier and Pauwels in “The Morning of the Magicians”.

The ambition in terms of directing is to follow the same path, between French cinema 
d’auteur and respecting fantastic and genre cinema.

Dominique Rocher
                                   



AN EXTENSIVE PR ANNNOUNCEMENT  

TO PUSH THE SERIES’ VISIBILITY









Wild Bunch TV : distribution à l’international de la minisérie « La Corde » (Arte)

 
Wild Bunch TV assure la distribution internationale de la minisérie La Corde/The Rope (3 x 
52’), a indiqué le distributeur, vendredi 27 août. Produite pour Arte France par Les Films de 
l’Instant avec Versus Production, la minisérie fantastique est adaptée du roman allemand 
La Corde/Das Seil de Stefan aus dem Siepen. Elle est réalisée par Dominique Rocher (La 
nuit a dévoré le monde), qui l’a coécrite avec Eric Forestier (La Troisième Partie du monde).
La série, présentée en première mondiale à Séries Mania et dans le cadre du Coming Next 
From France organisé par le festival et la branche audiovisuelle d’UniFrance (Satellifax 
du 1erjuillet <https://www.satellifax.com/fr/article/view/295287/> ) est dotée « d’un casting 
international mêlant stars confirmées et étoiles montantes », fait valoir son distributeur. Il 
réunit Suzanne Clément (Mommy, Les Hauts et les Bas), Jakob Cedergren (The Guilty, The 
Killing), Richard Sammel (La Nuée, Un village français), Jean-Marc Barr, Jeanne Balibar et 
les jeunes talents Christa Theret, Tom Mercier et Planitia Kenese.Elle suit un groupe de 
scientifiques isolés dans une base en Norvège. Ils découvrent une mystérieuse corde qui 
longe leur observatoire et s’enfonce dans la forêt immense. Certains décident de la suivre, 
d’autres de rester. L’innocente expédition sera l’occasion de percer le mystère mais tous 
vont se retrouver confrontés aux conséquences de leurs choix. La Corde sera diffusée sur 
Arte « au cours du 1er semestre 2022 », indique Wild Bunch TV.



Wild Bunch TV assurera les ventes internationales de la série «La Corde»
 
Wild Bunch TV annonce avoir acquis les droits pour les ventes internationales de la future 
série La Corde, qui fera sa première mondiale à Séries Mania 2021 ce 31 août. Cette série 
est produite par Les Films de l’instant, en coproduction avec Arte France et Versus Produdc-
tion. Elle est réalisée par Dominique Rocher (réalisateur du film La nuit a dévoré le monde), 
et co-écrite par ce dernier et Eric Forestier.
Le synopsis de La Corde est le suivant : Un petit groupe de scientifiques isolés dans une 
base en Norvège découvre une mystérieuse Corde, en apparence sans fin, qui longe leur 
observatoire et s’enfonce dans la forêt immense. Certains décident de la suivre, d’autres 
décident de rester. Tandis que l’innocente expédition se transforme peu à peu en quête 
déterminée à percer ce mystère, tous vont se trouver confrontés aux lourdes conséquences 
de leurs choix. Un casting international prestigieux portera ce thriller fantastique : Suzanne 
Clément, Jean-Marc Barr, Jeanne Balibar, Christa Théret, Tom Mercier, Jakob Cedregren 
(The Guilty, The Killing), Richard Sammel (The Strain, Un village français), Planitia Kenese.
La série fait partie de la sélection Coming Next From France de TV France International dans 
le cadre de Séries Mania - une sélection de productions françaises avec un fort potentiel 
pour des remakes. La Corde sera diffusée sur Arte au premier semestre 2022.



POSITIVE FEEDBACKS ON THE SHOWS
VARIOUS REVIEWS


























